Revamping or Developing a Website? Get a Website/App Audit

To improve the accessibility of a website or app, it is important to conduct audits for compliance with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), especially Level A and Level AA guidelines.

When completed by people with experience and expertise, an audit can identify real user issues and help guide priority site updates.

C4AT will review your website or app for 25 hours for Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) Level A and Level AA conformance issues. The scope of work includes the following:

- **User-Testing**: Components, pages, and screens are tested with users with disabilities, including users with vision, mobility, and cognitive impairments.

- **Analyst Testing**: Components, pages, and screens are analyzed to identify a11y issues with the code through automated and manual tests.

- **A11Y report**: A report identifies key issues with the following details:
  - Associated WCAG issue
  - WCAG Level: A or AA
  - Description of issue
  - Recommendations for remediation when applicable
  - Screenshot or video of the issue
  - Priority/Severity of the issue

- **Review Meeting**: A review meeting to discuss the audit results.

Contact C4AT to learn more about cost of service and to schedule an audit.

**Contact:** Center for Accessible Technology
Julia Petchey
jpetchey@c4at.org
(510) 225-7009